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Valley Views
A cozy home for two in Lonesome Valley
By CHRISTIN E HENNESSEY
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AROLYN AND RICK WAGHORNE MET WHEN
they were just nine years old and have been married
for 58 years. In 1994, after their son began attending
Ca mp Rockmont, t he couple began making regular
visits to I.he mountains of Nol'th Carolina. "One yeru·
we decided to drive him to camp and investigate the area. and a
friend of Rick's suggested we look up the 'vVade Hampton Golf Club.
We did, and t.he rest was hii;;to1·y." CaTolyn Waghorne says. "It was a
wonderful experience and we lived there for a Lmost 20 years."
A :few years later, Rick was once again out with a friend, who
asked if he'd ever been out to Lonesome Valley, a rnsicleniial

C

mountain farm community known for celebrating simplicity and
t:hought,ful sl.ewardship. Rick had not. "He said, 'Come on,' and the
next thing I know Rick bas found a lot and we're buying it." Waghome says. The first lot they purchased was higher iJ.1 t he valley. If
they were going to move the1·e, however, Waghorne preferred a lot
located a bit lower. "When you'1·e older, you don't want to drive up
so high," she explains. They sold the fust lot and bought a second
one that better suited their lifestyle.
Even after purchasing two lots, the journey to building a home in
Lonesome Valley still took some time. "We owned our lot for a few
years before we decided to build. We wanted to be sure:· Waghorne
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Luckily. th e Waghornes' plans were
suited to their lot, thanks to Al and Pru·ker
Platt of PLATT, a foll-se)·vice architect.me,
construction and int.erior design firm located in Brevard. NC. who designed the home.
"The Waghor nes had been clienls of ours
fo1· several decades," says AL "ln Lonesome
Va lJey, they wel'e looking for a retreat to
e~joy the amenities of the area and a guest
space for theil· extended family."
The Waghornes wanted to build a home
that fit then· cuxrent needs and lifestyle.
and that meant downsizing. "We did not
want an extra-la1·ge house." Waghorne
says. "instead, we wanted a home with a
beautiful view that was easy to access yet
gave us a lot of p1·ivacy."
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A Mountain Retreat
Because the Waghornes hacl previously
had a guest house designed by Platt and
built by Srebalus on the lot, it was easiet:
to keep thei1· main house sma Ue1·. '!'he size,
however. did not make the project any less
complex. Because of the way Lonesome
Valley is si t uated, it can be hard to capture
the view from a lot like Waghornes'. wh ich
was located at the bottom of the canyon. "I t
1·equu·es you to reach up with glass." says
Parker, "but also has to strike a balance
witb the traditional mountain aesthetic
that you find in Lonesome Valley." The
design he created man-ied those needs by
including tall windows that offer stunning
views of the canyon. while keeping the

house cozy and comfortable with classic
mountain materials such as wood throughout the interior. The high glass also brings
light into the living room from the east
side, as well as beautiful afternoon light..
"It's at i ts most charming in the afternoon.''
Al says.
"The house i.s about 3,200 squa1·e feet,"
Srebalus says. "It's got a unique timber
frame of 1·eclaimed hemlock timbers from
Montana. There is no drywall in the home.
only 1·eclaimed and othe1· wood finishes.
as well as antique flooring and the stone
exterior."
"We have a sma ll space off the kitchen.
and we have a built-in desk there and two
easy ch airs, a t,elevision and a window. We

spend a lot of time there watching TV and
relaxing," Waghorne says. "I also love the
screened-in porch and the living room with
the fabulous view."
That view was intentional. "We help connect our clients to the mountains," Parker
says. "We b.y to listen to oul' clients, help
them build homes for their families in ways
that engage the mountains." This was
certainly the case for the Waghornes, who
couldn't be happier with how their cozy
mountain retreat turned out, the lifestyle it
offers them, or the beautiful views they enjoy.
The Waghornes were
looking for a retreat
to enjoy the amenities
of the area and a
guest space for their
extended family.
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"We are not people who nitpick over
small details, and we're trusting of our
builder and architect," Waghorne says.
"When we put a house on the market, we
want it to sell, and when we build, we want
it to be built." The secret to accomplishing
this, she explains, is by hiring people like
Platt and Srebalus- trusted professionals
who, over time, also become friends.
For Srebalus, the project was a success
on multiple levels. "We always enjoy working in Lonesome Valley; it's such a spectacular place," Srebalus says. "The experience
of the great design from Al and Parker, to
the look and feel of the house, to working
with the Waghornes- it all created a really successful project. It's probably one of
my favorite houses, as well as my favorite

clients, of my career." m

Resources
Home Builder:
Srebalus Construction Company Inc.
srebalusconstruction. com
828-743-3819

Home Design:
Platt
www.platt.us
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